REJUVENATING
TRADITIONS FROM
AROUND THE WORLD WITH
FRENCH COSMETOLOGY

Ancient traditions from around the world meet the
refinement and skill of the latest in French cosmetology to
create SoSPA: an exhilarating and rejuvenating experience.
Awake your senses and feel re-energized. Explore a new
kind of spa experience with a wide range of surprising
treatments. Discover the ingredients that enhance your
natural glow. Make the stresses and the strains of daily life
fade away with our menu inspired by gastronomy.
SOPHISTICATED INDULGENCE.
AVANT-GARDE AMBIENCE.
Bold, unconventional design by one of Thailand's leading
architects fused with contemporary luxury and a serene
seaside setting within two hours’ drive from Bangkok makes
SO Sofitel Hua Hin one of the region's most uniquely chic
beachfront resort experiences.
SO Sofitel Hua Hin is the antithesis of ordinary. Cocoon in
your unique studio or villa, take a power rain shower, laze in
a maze, rock out with your block out, dine under the stars,
and party with them too. Here, fantasies come true.
Phytomer conceives and manufactures cutting-edge skin
care products with a new generation of active ingredients
obtained through marine biotechnology for revolutionary
benefits. Combined with these expert products, the
exclusive massage techniques, performed by some of the
best therapists around the world and developed by our
Training Center in partnership with renown osteopaths and
doctors, contribute to create a heightened sensory
experience while Ytsara combines the most of beauty Asian
traditions with ultimate refinement.

SoSPA welcomes you from 9:00am to 9:00pm everyday

À LA CARTE
SIGNATURE TREATMENTS
60 to 90 minutes
Price from THB 3,200 to 3,500
So Rejuvenating Facial
60 minutes THB 3,200
A luxurious blend of products combines harmoniously
with the latest French skincare techniques to help
restore a youthful complexion.
So Exhilarating Body Massage
90 minutes THB 3,500
A euphoric and soothing body massage, using signature
techniques that will shape and tone your silhouette.

All prices are quoted in Thai Baht and inclusive of 10% Service Charge and 7% VAT

STARTERS

45 - 60 minutes
Price from THB 2,000 to 3,200

OFURO Bathing
45 minutes THB 2,000
Mimicking the traditional Japanese bathing ritual, followed by
salt and oil scrub. Then the guest is invited to a plunge milky
essential oil rich arm bath. Treatment ends with the application
of a hydrating aloe vera cream.
Om Mali Rice Scrub
45 minutes THB 2,000
A soft cleansing treatment using a nutrient rich mix of essential
oils and red jasmine rice is applied in long stroke. An aloe vera
hydrating cream is completing this treatment.
Healing Eye Treatment
60 minutes THB 3,200
This amazing eye treatment combats fines lines, puffiness and
dark circles with shiatsu, lymphatic drainage massage and
botanical serum. Completed by a cranial pressure points
massage, this treatment will fully relax you.

MAIN

45 to 90 minutes
Price from THB 1,800 to 3,500

Revisited Classics
Youth Revealing
60 minutes THB 3,200
A very original facial for instant visible results. This treatment
restores the skin's youthfulness, softness and luminosity. The
skin is smoother and firmer, it glows with new radiance.
Pure Botanical Facial
60 minutes THB 3,200
Experience the perfect touch of French techniques combined
with the benefits of botanical products. Customized to your
personal skin care needs, these rejuvenating facial reveal your
complete beauty.
Contouring Body Massage
60 minutes THB 3,200 | 90 minutes THB 3,500
This innovative body treatment offers an integral beauty
experience by combining three major esthetic actions in a
single protocol: contouring, firmness and skin quality. A
reshaping and refining massage sculpts “dream contours” for
perfect-looking skin.
Hot Stone Massage
90 minutes THB 3,500
Heated river stones are used in rhythmic flowing strokes to
relieve tension and soothe emotions. Placed on various energy
points they awaken the body’s natural healing potential,
leaving you calm and balanced.
Oligomer Well Being
90 minutes THB 3,500
Deeply relaxing and reenergizing, this body treatment
combines exfoliation and massage in a unique multisensory
experience based around OLIGOMER®, the legendary
PHYTOMER ingredient with remineralizing and fortifying
benefits.

All prices are quoted in Thai Baht and inclusive of 10% Service Charge and 7% VAT

All prices are quoted in Thai Baht and inclusive of 10% Service Charge and 7% VAT

World’s Best

Our Local Favorites

Indian Head Massage
45 minutes THB 2,000

Tranquil Journey 4 Hands
90 minutes THB 3,500

Traditional Indian massage combining both gentle and
stimulating techniques are used on the upper back, shoulders,
neck and scalp to relieve tensions and relax body and mind.

A complete de-stressing treatment that is calming the senses
while addressing physical tensions clustered in the body. Deep
calming oil and poultices are assisting the body to a state of
wellbeing while a specific music is helping the guest to let
thoughts go away for a holistic mind and body relaxing result.

Ancient Abdomen Relief
60 minutes THB 3,200
Is an abdominal and plexus massage combined with foot
reflexology. Developed by Taoist monks, this treatment helps
to stimulate digestion, balance hormones and detoxification
while releasing deep muscle spasm on stressed people.
Balinese Massage
60 minutes THB 3,200 | 90 minutes THB 3,500
This relaxing full body massage uses chamomile and vetiver
aromatherapy oils to soothe tired and aching muscles, remove
anxiety and provide you with a sense of harmony.

Abdominal sculpturing
60 minutes THB 3,200
A slimming treatment targeted on the belly area starts with a
stimulating scrub, followed by Thai therapeutic and Taoist
massage techniques to release fat, clustered deep in the area.
A detoxifying wrap and hot cushion help to firm and sculpt the
belly.
Thai Massage
80 minutes THB 1,800
Provided with Thai pyjamas to wear during this treatment, you
will experience the Thaï ancient healing techniques. This
intense and dynamic massage combines stretching, muscle
compressions and pressure points.
Inner Reset
60 minutes THB 3,200 | 90 minutes THB 3,500
Organic coconut oil and mineral rich Himalayan salt are rubbed
onto the body to cleanse the skin. A combination of Abhyanga,
lymphatic drainage, Thai and acupressure techniques. A warm
cushion wrapped on the liver area helps to cleanse the organ,
followed by a head massage.
Thai Herbal Hot Compress
90 minutes THB 3,500
A combination with herbal gentle exfoliation, followed by
traditional Thai massage. Hot compress is used to relieve back
pain and tendinitis, to increase energy flow and improve blood
circulation.

All prices are quoted in Thai Baht and inclusive of 10% Service Charge and 7% VAT
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SPECIAL

60 to 120 minutes
Price from THB 3,200 to 5,400

DESSERT

45 to 75 minutes
Price from THB 1,300 to 3,200

Samsara Mother to Be
60 minutes THB 3,200

Radiant Skin Reveal Wrap
45 minutes THB 2,000

A gentle side-lying massage to release tensions in the back
and the leg of the future mother complemented by a head
massage. Organic virgin coconut oil allows to safely massage
the pregnant mother. Recommended after first trimester only.

An exceptional multifaceted body wrap using the powerful
black mulberry extract combined with essential oils, acts on
the body to detox, firm, rejuvenate and brighten. Dull
complexion, dehydrated and flabby skin are all treated at once.
Combined with scrub or massage, possibilities are almost
endless. Result a more radiant, healthy, elastic and fair skin as
well as a toned body.

Skin Escape for Men
60 minutes THB 3,200
Groom your appearance, indulge your skin after the daily
aggression it suffers from your razor blade, eradicate bags
under your eyes, and relax. The skin Escape for men treatments
were developed for the specific needs of men's skin.

Manicure or Pedicure
Manicure 75 minutes THB 1,300
Pedicure 75 minutes THB 1,300

Just Like Mom, Just Like Dad
120 minutes THB 5,400

Pamper and refresh tired hands or feet while giving them all
the attention they deserve to enhance beauty from head to
toe.

An OFURO bath, followed by Aromatherapy massage for me
and mommy/daddy and a French gourmet snack.

Soothing Steps
60 minutes THB 3,200
A treatment helping to soothe heavy painful, legs. Half leg
soak, contrast of hot and cold to stimulate blood circulation,
cool wrap, warm poultice and gentle massage with reflexology
points are easing pain and give lightness back to the legs.

All prices are quoted in Thai Baht and inclusive of 10% Service Charge and 7% VAT
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EXPRESS

30 minutes
Price from THB 1,700

Posture Rescue
30 minutes THB 1,700
A back, neck shoulder and head massage to release aching
tensions accumulated in front of computers. Thai massage
techniques of pressure and stretching are combined with pain
relieving massage oil.
Thaï Express Massage
30 minutes THB 1,700
A quick Thai style combines with oil massage concentrated on
head, shoulders and neck to help release tensions.
Detoxifying Back Massage
30 minutes THB 1,700
A relaxing massage of the back, combined with detoxifying
marine products. The back can become knotted with tension.
In order to unpick these knots, this treatment combines deep
cleansing using detoxifying marine products with a superrelaxing back, scalp and foot massage.
Pure Light Mini Facial
30 minutes THB 1,700
Give your face a 30-minute moisturizing soak combining
signature products with a very relaxing massage to moisturize
and comfort the skin and instantly reveal its natural beauty.

MENU
SUGGESTIONS
Mohom Indigo Ritual
90 minutes THB 3,500
A combination of age-old Toksen techniques, Thai therapeutic
massage, pain relieving massage oil and herbal compresses,
help to treat aching muscles by reaching the deep layers of
the, pain and limited motions.
SoSPA Experience
120 minutes THB 5,400
This ritual combines two of our most successful treatments to
provide you with an ultimate memory.
Begin with So
Exhilarating to soothe your body and mind, followed by a So
rejuvenating for a smooth and radiant complexion.
Complete Detox
130 minutes THB 5,700
With a combination of tropical fruits and herbs, experience a
full detoxification of the body: first a jasmine rice scrub
prepares the skin for the elimination of toxins, then a radiant
skin reveal body wrap warms the body gently and furthers
purification and finally an aromatic oil massage smooths skin
texture leaving your skin rich in vitamins & minerals.
Duo
150 minutes THB 6,000 for 2 persons
Enjoy the therapeutic benefits of spending quality time
together with your “his and her” spa journey on top of a duo
Aromatherapy Bath.
For Her
Bath ritual, Balinese Massage, Botanical Facial
For Him
Bath ritual, Inner Reset, Skin Escape for Men
My Private Spa
See our SoSPA team for detailed information and to select
your own experience. Reservations are requested to be made
with one day advance notice.

All prices are quoted in Thai Baht and inclusive of 10% Service Charge and 7% VAT
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PLEASE TAKE A MOMENT TO READ THIS

Gift Voucher
A perfect gift for any occasion. Enjoy SoSPA treatment
from an hour to an entire day of pampering experience.
For more information, please contact our SoSPA

Arrival at SoSPA
We encourage you to arrive at SoSPA 15 minutes before your
scheduled treatment. You will be able to enjoy the relaxation
area afterwards. You will be supplied with a dressing gown,
towels and slippers in a private changing area provided in your
spa treatment room.
Cancellation policy
A 24-hour cancellation notice is required to help us
re-schedule your appointment, subject to space availability.
Any cancellation with less than 4 hours’ notice will incur a 50%
cancellation fee. Full charges will be imposed for a “no-show”.
Reservation
Bookings made by hotel guests directly with SoSPA are
guaranteed by the signing of a reservation card or a credit card
printout. Bookings made by external guests directly with
SoSPA are secured by a credit card printout or cash payment.
Changes in relation to treatments and times are possible
without penalties depending on availability.
SoSPA Ethic
To ensure the comfort of others, we would be grateful if you
could refrain from smoking and using your mobile inside the
SoSPA.
We remind to our guests that services provided in our SoSPA
are strictly professional. Any unusual behaviour towards our
staff will automatically result in ending the treatment and be
handled by the SoSPA and Hotel Direction. Full payment of the
treatment will automatically be due.

SO Sofitel Hua Hin
115 Moo 7 Bangkao, Cha-Am, Phetchaburi 76120 Thailand
Tel: +66 32 709 555 - Fax: +66 32 473 190
E-mail: H9649@sofitel.com
www.sofitel.com

